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As we were talking in late 2016, it became apparent that one of our joint New Year’s resolutions needed to be delivering a great big belly laugh to our audiences in 2017. Our goal was to shake off the blues grown out of our national political discourse with a joyous celebration of creativity, talent, and artistic virtuosity. We are happy to say that this year’s co-production fulfills that promise.

*Murder for Two* pulls out every trick in the trunk in a vaudeville-style romp packed with cleverness and agility. Director Dan Knechtges calls *Murder for Two* “a rollicking adventure, combining elements of Agatha Christie, *The Twilight Zone*, the Marx Brothers and Victor Borge.” It also celebrates three uniquely talented local artists: Richard Gray, who gave a memorable performance last season as Charles Guiteau in our 5th Avenue/ACT production of Stephen Sondheim’s *Assassins*; Chris DiStefano, the Music Director of our *Grey Gardens* collaboration who will be making his Seattle acting debut in this production; and the show’s co-author and lyricist Kellen Blair who was born in Carnation, WA and grew up right here in Seattle.

This is the seventh collaboration between The 5th Avenue Theatre and ACT Theatre, and we’re feeling stronger than ever about the work we’re able to produce together. The spirit of collaboration has deep roots in our respective institutions. We are proud of our artistic relationship, and our shared contribution to Seattle’s growing reputation as one of the world’s finest cultural destinations.
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MUSICAL NUMBERS

“Overture/Waiting in the Dark”
“Protocol Says”
“A Perfectly Lovely Surprise”
“It Was Her”
“A Lot Worse”
“He Needs a Partner”
“So What If I Did?”
“A Friend Like You”
“Henry Vivaldi”
“Process of Elimination”
“Steppin’ Out of the Shadows”
“Finale (I Need a Partner/Protocol Says)”
“Finale Ultimo”

Running time: 90 minutes with no intermission

Setting: An isolated mansion in rural New England, present day.

PATRON INFORMATION - ACT

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES
In the event of an emergency, please wait for an announcement for further instructions. Ushers will be available for assistance.

EMERGENCY NUMBER
The theatre's emergency number in the Union lobby is 206.292.7667. Leave your exact seat location with your emergency contact in case they need to reach you.

SMOKING POLICY
Smoking is NOT allowed in any part of the theatre or within 25 feet of the entrance.

FIREARMS POLICY
No firearms of any kind are allowed in any part of the theatre.

FOOD
Food is not allowed in the theatre. Tuxedos & Tennis Shoes is the exclusive caterer of ACT.

ACCESSIBILITY
Wheelchair seating is available. The theatre is equipped with the Williams Sound Listening System for the hard of hearing; headsets are available from the house manager for use, free of charge, with a valid ID and subject to availability. ACT offers American Sign Language interpreted and audio-described performances. For more information, email service@acttheatre.org.

LOST & FOUND
Call 206.292.7676 between 12:00pm and 6:00pm, Tues–Sun.

ADDRESS & WEBSITE
ACT is located at 700 Union Street, Seattle, WA 98101.
Ticket Office Phone: 206.292.7676.
Administrative Office Phone: 206.292.7660.

THEATER RENTAL
For information regarding booking, contact events@acttheatre.org.

GROUP SALES
Groups of 10 or more can save. Call 206.292.7676 or email groupsales@acttheatre.org.

FRAGRANCE
Please be considerate and keep personal fragrance to a minimum.
Business, meet Broadway.

Encore Media Group connects businesses and brands to the best of arts & culture in Seattle and the Bay Area.

We’re proud to partner with The 5th Avenue Theatre, where last year audiences spent $13.3M on goods and services in King County—that’s $1.6M in lodging, $7.2M in food and beverage, $2.6M in transportation and $1.9M in shopping downtown.

From hotels and restaurants to stores and services, King County business-owners know that Encore is the best way to get their brand in the spotlight.

To learn what Encore can do for your business, visit encoremediagroup.com.
**MEET THE SUSPECTS**

*By Jordan Lusink, 5th Avenue Communications Coordinator*

_Murder for Two_ is performed by two piano-playing actors who portray 13 characters between them. Unlike other shows in which actors play multiple characters; however, there are no elaborate costume changes to indicate who they are. All character changes are indicated by small props, change of voice, inflection and mannerisms. Here’s a quick chart to help you recognize the suspects:

1. **MARCUS MOSCOWICZ** is an ambitious young officer who is hoping to make Detective by solving the case before the REAL Detective shows up.

   **VOICE OF THE CHIEF** Marcus’s boss
   
   **VOICE OF VANESSA** Marcus’s former partner

2. **DAHLIA WHITNEY** is the widow of the victim, who is a bit kooky, and somewhat resentful of her now-deceased husband.

3. **MURRAY FLANDON** is the husband half of the squabbling couple who live next door to the Whitneys.

4. **BARB FLANDON** is the wife half of the squabbling couple who live next door to the Whitneys.

5. **STEPH WHITNEY** is the victim’s niece, who is, strangely enough, pursuing a Masters in Criminology when her uncle is murdered.

6. **BARRETTE LEWIS** is an overdramatic ballerina who charms Marcus immediately, distracting him from some potentially vital clues.

7. **DR. GRIFF** is a gruff but friendly psychiatrist at the party, who coincidentally also happens to be Marcus’ psychologist.

8. **TIMMY, YONKERS** and **SKID** are three of the 12 members of the boys’ choir which is inexplicably at the party. They seem to be a bit jaded beyond what you would expect for nine-year-olds.

9. **HENRY VIVALDI** is a local firefighter who arrives late to the party.
Welcome to Murder for Two, a killer new musical comedy! This show received rave reviews Off-Broadway and makes its Pacific Northwest premiere in this 5th Avenue Theatre/ACT — A Contemporary Theatre co-production. In an exclusive interview with Carnation, Washington-born lyricist and co-writer Kellen Blair we peek behind the curtain for more insight into the show’s creation and success.

What are your prior connections to The 5th and/or ACT?

I grew up in Seattle and most of my family still lives here (all proud subscribers at 5th Avenue, thank you very much). And interestingly enough, my very first theater experience was at ACT. I was two years old and my parents took me to see A Christmas Carol. It was a terrible idea because the sight of Jacob Marley had me screaming my head off and made everybody hate us, I’m sure. But I’ve been back every year since (and the screaming has definitely mellowed since then). So you can imagine, having my show here, the first theater I set foot in, is extremely meaningful to me. It’s also meaningful to my mom, who has been waiting for this day since our first reading of the show seven years ago.

What was the inspiration for Murder for Two?

Joe Kinosian and I had started working on a great big full blown American musical, complete with a thousand person cast and a giant orchestra. (I’m exaggerating, but it was huge.) This was during the financial crisis and we noticed a lot of theaters replacing their big full blown shows with much more economical shows like The 39 Steps (which we had both seen several times and loved, by the way). And it occurred to us that we probably wouldn’t get very far as two newbies with a big expensive show on our hands. Once we decided to go “small,” we actually found it really rewarding to start brainstorming how to use those limitations not as a hindrance but as an integral part of the storytelling; hence, one actor playing multiple characters. In terms of the story and the tone, it really came down to some similar interests we shared. We’re both huge fans

“Steppin’ Out of the Shadows”

AN INTERVIEW WITH KELLEN BLAIR

By KWAPI VENGESAYI
5th Avenue Community Engagement Specialist
of good old murder mysteries from the likes of Agatha Christie, and both hugely inspired by the Marx Brothers. Early on we had the idea: what if the Marx Brothers performed an Agatha Christie play? The detective would be trying to take things seriously because the stakes would be so high, but inevitably things would just devolve into chaos.

**How does this story work as a musical?**
Actually it’s funny because it’s sort of a joke in the musical theater world that murder mysteries usually make terrible musicals. The logic is that songs often bring out the inner-thoughts of the characters, and that doesn’t bode well for a genre that’s all about secrets and twists and turns. But we actually found that the two genres fit together really nicely. I think it also helps that the actual murder mystery is only one small part of what’s going on onstage; it’s really about a guy learning to connect with someone. And any time you’ve got characters who desperately want and need things, letting them sing is a great way to get from point A to point B. Plus, there’s all the piano playing. Since they both play their own accompaniment, the various antics around the piano were a great way to set up the rivalries and relationships.

**Has the show changed since its first staging?**
In some ways it has changed a lot, but in terms of the core concept, it hasn’t really changed at all. However, in the first incarnation of the show, our hero, Detective Marcus, wasn’t very well-developed. He didn’t really seem to want much more than to solve the crime, which was fine on the surface, but it wasn’t a very meaningful reason to root for him. So we turned him into a young officer who wanted to make detective... and in fact, he pretends to be the detective in hopes of solving the crime and impressing his chief. All at once he had an internal goal in addition to the external one, plus a ticking clock (the real detective is on his way to the scene of the crime), ambition, flaws and a whole slew of other things that make characters more or less sympathetic and interesting! That was definitely the most meaningful change, in my opinion, during the show’s development.

**What do you hope audiences will walk away with?**
Every now and then during writing, Joe and I would remind ourselves of our list of priorities, and here they are in reverse order: 4) write a good mystery. 3) write a good musical. 2) I don’t remember what two was so it couldn’t have been that important after all. And 1) make people laugh. So we hope audiences laugh, and we hope for 90 minutes people are able to escape from anything in the world that might be getting them down right now.

Learn more at www.kinosianandblair.com.

Read more from this interview on our blog: http://bit.ly/SEAKellenBlair.
A cloud obscures the moon. A window shatters. A woman screams. Silence. Then...a car speeds away.

**There has been a murder!**

Never fear: the Great Detective is on the case, aided by a faithful but slightly befuddled companion.

Through the Detective’s keen powers of deduction and extensive knowledge of ceramics, pipe tobaccos, etc., the time has come to pin the crime on the perpetrator. All the suspects are brought together in one room to answer the question on everyone’s mind—

**WHODUNIT?**

In a classic whodunit mystery, the reader (or viewer) is given the same clues that the detective uncovers and is then invited to “play along” with the investigation.

The author introduces plenty of false leads to prevent anyone from guessing the answer prematurely, but a helpful recap of the investigation—provided by the Detective just before the final revelation—shows that the author has played fair.

All the puzzle pieces were in plain sight, but only one dazzling mind could fit them together. That mind typically belongs to an eccentric amateur sleuth or unorthodox private investigator, a constant irritant to the official police force.

The whodunit template was perfected in the 1880s by Arthur Conan Doyle. His characters—consulting detective Sherlock Holmes, admiring but clueless friend Dr. Watson, irritable Inspector Lestrade and criminal mastermind Moriarty—will all reappear in various guises throughout the following 130 years of crime fiction.

**In the Golden Age of the whodunit,** roughly 1920 to 1950, a flood of highly addictive novels and short stories often written by women showcased popular sleuths such as Agatha Christie’s two immortal characters: Miss Marple, an elderly spinster, and Hercule Poirot, the self-important Belgian who boasts of his “little gray cells.” Golden Age stories typically took place in secluded English country houses and nearby villages, with the occasional foray into London.

Raymond Chandler and Dashiell Hammett adapted the whodunit to the big-city streets of mid-century America, introducing a more violent, “hard-boiled” tone while retaining the same basic plot construction as the cozier British mysteries.

Agatha Christie, the unchallenged Queen of Crime Fiction, also wrote plays, most notably *The Mousetrap*, which opened in 1952 and is now the longest-running production in theater history, having run continuously since it opened and having more than 25,000 performances in London’s West End. Its success has inspired dozens of plays, parodies and musicals.

**Other Christie plays** include *And Then There Were None* and *Witness for the Prosecution*, both adapted from her published fiction and both made into highly successful films, as were over 30 of her novels and short stories.

**TRIVIA NOTE:**

The word “whodunit” (an altered form of “who done it?”) was coined in the 1930s by a staff writer for *Variety*, the show-biz newspaper. It endures, perhaps because its breeziness reminds us not to take stories too seriously.

Television has thrived on whodunits, often in multi-season series, giving Netflix an endless supply of *Masterpiece Murdoch Morse Monk Midsomer Marple Mysteries* to stream to our home screens.

Despite “murder most foul” being at the center of most plots, true fans find the genre relaxing—nothing makes us forget our own troubles like a good whodunit.
WHO’S WHO

CHRIS DISTEFANO (Marcus) is sincerely excited about making his ACT and 5th Ave acting debut in Murder for Two. Previous ACT credits include Music Director for A Christmas Carol and Grey Gardens (co-pro with The 5th Avenue). Other credits include the national tours of The Wizard of Oz and Annie The 30th Anniversary. He also works as a private vocal coach. YourMindOnSinging.com. Thanks to Rich for being a great scene partner-in-crime, Dan, Kat, to ACT, The 5th and my tribe: Cayman, Katherine and Albert. When Chris is not in America he’s in France, so bon spectacle!

RICHARD GRAY (Dahlia Whitney, Murray Flandon, Barb Flandon, Steph Whitney, Dr. Griff, Barrette Lewis, Timmy Yonkers, Skid, Henry Vitaldi) has appeared at ACT Theatre in Assassins (Charles Guiteau), First Date, A Marvelous Party and Jumpers. His 24 productions with The 5th Avenue Theatre include The Music Man (Marcellus), Spamanot (Sir Bedevere) and A Room With A View (Reverend Beeber). Other favorites include Chitty Chitty Bang Bang (Baron Bomburst) at SCT, and The Producers (Max Bialystock) and Chicago (Amos Hart), both at Village Theatre. As a composer, Gray’s musical scores include Cold Turkey, Love Is Love, Time Again in Oz, Lyle the Crocodile, The Flea and The Professor (Barrymore Award for Best Musical), Dick Whittington and His Cat (Gregory Award nomination for Best Musical) and The Long Game.

JON LUTYENS (Understudy for Mr. DiStefano) returns to The 5th Avenue after touring twice with their Adventure Musical Theater educational program. Patrons of ACT Theatre may recognize him from Mary Stuart, the Endangered Species Project, the Great Soul of Russia, Showtunes Theatre Company and other ACTLab partnerships. He has also appeared locally with Intiman Theatre, Village Theatre, Seattle Children’s Theatre, Seattle Shakespeare Company, Book-It Repertory and others—in roles ranging from British intellectuals to ill-fated Frenchmen to an East African elephant. Proud AEA member and WWU graduate.

JOE KINOSIAN (Books and Music) is the co-recipient of Chicago’s Joseph Jefferson Award recognizing Murder for Two as Best New Musical following its record-breaking run at Chicago Shakespeare Theater; Kinosian was also nominated for Best Actor as The Suspects. Murder for Two had its Off-Broadway premiere at Second Stage Uptown, going on to a year-long run at New World Stages. Kinosian’s work with Kellen Blair has been showcased at the Kennedy Center, The York Theatre and on Broadway at the Theatre World Awards. Kinosian received the ASCAP Foundation Mary Rodgers/Lorenz Hart Award and the Harrington Award from the BMI Workshop. Kinosian also appeared in Dirty Blonde with Emily Skinner (Hangar Theater) and the NYC premiere of Dear Edwina Off-Broadway. www.kinosianandblair.com.

KELLEN BLAIR (Book and Lyrics) is the Drama Desk nominated co-creator of Murder for Two (Off-Broadway: Second Stage Theatre and New World Stages, World premiere: Chicago Shakespeare Theater). The show is currently touring internationally (with productions in Tokyo, Shanghai, Buenos Aires and the UK). Blair and co-writer Joe Kinosian are the recipients of the Joseph Jefferson Award for Best New Musical Work in Chicago (2011) and the ASCAP Foundation Mary Rodgers/Lorenz Hart Award (2013). Their work has been showcased on Broadway, the Kennedy Center, and theaters across the country. They’re currently developing an original musical farce with Second Stage Theatre in NYC. Blair is also the lyricist of Scrooge in Love (42nd Street Moon, 2015 and 2016), for which he and composer Larry Grossman won the 2015 Bay Area Critics Award for Best Score. Updates, videos, song demos and sheet music can be found at www.kinosianandblair.com.

DANIEL KNECHTGES (Director & Choreographer) Knechtges’ Broadway credits include Lysistrata Jones (Direction & Choreography), Xanadu (directed by Christopher Ashley, Tony nomination, Drama Desk nomination), Sondheim on Sondheim, 110 in The Shade (starring Audra McDonald) and The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee (directed by James Lapine). His Off-Broadway credits also include Tail’! Sp!t! (starring Rachel Dratch), Clinton the Musical, Lysistrata Jones for the Transport Group, Merrily We Roll Along for Encores, Vanities and The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee at Second Stage, which earned him a Lucille Lortel Award nomination. Knechtges’ film and television choreography can be seen in the Todd Solondz’s movies Dark Horse and Painandrones, Fatboy Slim’s music video “It’s a Wonderful Night” (which reached #1 in the U.K.), White Collar and the 2011 TV Land Awards starring Liza Minnelli. For more information visit www.danknechtges.com.

KAT SHERRELL (Music Director) is in her third season at The 5th Avenue Theatre, currently as the Interim Music Supervisor, and is excited to work with all these great theater artists at The 5th and ACT on Murder for Two! Sherrell has worked on a wide variety of projects, including Broadway shows In the Heights, Bring It On and The Book of Mormon, and NBC’s Smash. She has music directed and written arrangements for numerous shows for readings and festivals, and is the composer-lyricist for a musical in development, Sweethearts of Swaying. Sherrell’s first book, Experiencing Broadway Music: A Listener’s Companion, was published last fall, covering theater music from the Ziegfeld Follies through Hamilton. She publishes a haiku (almost) daily, which can be found on Twitter @pianokatsmow.

CAREY WONG (Scenic Designer) Theater credits include Seattle Repertory Theatre, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Portland Center Stage, Arizona Theatre Company, Syracuse Stage. Intiman, Seattle Children’s Theatre, Village Theatre, Tacoma Actors Guild, Phoenix Theatre, Childsplay, Mixed Blood Theatre, Prince Music Theater and Hey City Theater. He has been Resident Designer for Portland Opera, Opera Memphis and Wildwood Park for the Arts. Opera credits include Seattle Opera, Spoleto Festival USA, New York’s Valhalla Wagnerfest, Pittsburgh Opera, Opera Carolina, Vancouver Opera and the San Francisco Opera Center. Wong is a graduate of Yale College and attended the Yale School of Drama. Previous designs for ACT include The Royale, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Vanya, Sonia, Masha and Spike, Bethany, Uncle Ho to Uncle Sam; The Pitmen Painters; First...
WHO'S WHO

Class; The Underpants; A Number; Good Boys; Fish Head Soup and Holy Ghosts.

HARMONY ARNOLD (Costume Designer) returns to The 5th after designing for Man of La Mancha. Stage credits include: 5th Avenue Theatre (Grear), 5th Ave!ACT (Jacques Brel is Alive and Well & Living in Paris), Intiman Theatre Festival (Lysistrata, including Outstanding Costume Design Gregory Award nomination), New Century Theatre Company (O’Lovely Gowaworn, including an outstanding Costume Design Gregory Award nomination), Seattle Repertory Theatre (Buyer & Cellar, Venus in Fur). Film credits include: I Ate My Eye Films (Waxie Moon in Fallen Jewel and Capitol Hill Series, for which she won Best Costume Design in the Indie Series Awards). Arnold is an Associate Professor at Seattle University and a member of the United Scenic Artists Local USA 829.

RICK PAULSEN (Lighting Designer) is pleased to be working on his 5th Avenue debut. His work with ACT goes back to 1984 and covers more than 60 plays. Paulsen has designed regionally for over 30 years at such companies as Seattle Rep, the Goodman, Arizona Theatre Company, Seattle Children’s Theatre, Milwaukee Rep, Intiman, Cleveland Playhouse, Empty Space, the Guthrie, Village Theatre and Childsplay. Recent work: Stupid Fucking Bird (ACT); Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (Seattle Children’s Theatre); Goodnight Moon (Toronto). He is a trustee and Special Representative for United Scenic Artists Local USA 829.

CHRISTOPHER WALKER (Sound Designer) is very pleased to be returning to The 5th Avenue and ACT this season. In Seattle, he’s worked at the Seattle Repertory Theatre and Intiman, and has been the resident sound designer at Seattle Children’s Theatre since 2002. Previously he spent seven years as resident sound designer for the American Repertory Theatre in Boston. He’s designed in San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix, Houston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C. and New York. Internationally, he’s designed in Taiwan, Singapore and Moscow. Commercially, he’s composed for Intel and Starbucks. He holds a B.A. in Classical Piano Performance from Cornish College.

BRENDAN PATRICK HOGAN (Associate Sound Designer) Hogan’s work combines practices in composition, sound and media design for theater, dance and film, as well as electronics, programming and show control systems for live and installation/immersive performance. He is a two-time winner of the TPS Gregory Award for Sound Design and Composition (Red, Seattle Repertory Theatre, 2012; The Birds, Strawberry Theatre Workshop, 2016), as well as a two-time winner of Best Musical Score at the Seattle 48 Hour Film Project.

KATHRYN STEWART (Assistant Director) feels thrilled to join the Murder for Two team with ACT/5th Avenue! Her most recent work includes casting Storyville Rising at Seattle Immersive and directing The Gift of the Magi at Taproot. Casting Director for Theatre Battery, Stewart has also assisted at Village, ACT, Book-It and Intiman.

JEFFREY K. HANSON (Production Stage Manager) Previously at The 5th, Hanson was the production stage manager for The Pajama Game, A Night With Janis Joplin, How to Succeed….. Oliver!, Pirates of Penzance, Oklahoma!, Candide, Mame, Hello, Dolly!, and Irving Berlin’s White Christmas. Hanson has been stage manager for more than 70 productions at ACT since 1990. Other regional credits include Seattle Children’s Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Intiman Theatre, and Arizona Theatre Company.

ERIN B. ZATILOKA (Assistant Stage Manager) most recently worked as the stage manager on Rox and Ray at Seattle Repertory Theatre. She is glad to be back at ACT where last season she stage managed Assassins. Other favorites at ACT include Little Shop of Horrors, Pilgrims Musa and Sheri in the New World, The Lieutenant of Inishmore and Rock ‘n’ Roll. Nothing in her life could happen without friends and family. Love to Greg and Zoey.

CREDITS

Murder for Two is presented through special arrangement with Murder for Two Musical LLC. For more information, please visit www.MurderForTwoMusical.com. For licensing inquiries, please call 212.354.6510 or email MurderForTwoMusical@gmail.com.
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- Eric and Margaret Rothschild Charitable Fund* 
- Eulalie M. & Gian-Carlo Scandiuzzi* 
- True-Brown Foundation^ 

**Luminary Producers**
$50,000-$99,999

- Allan & Anne Affleck* 
- Gary & Parul Houlahan*^ 
- Gladys Rubinstein*~ 
- Chuck Sitkin** 
- Brian Turner & Susan Hoffman* 
- David & Joyce Veterane* 

**Executive Producers**
$25,000-$49,999

- Joan & Larry Barokas* 
- Peter & Fran Bigelow* 
- Betty Bottler* 
- Trevor Cobb & Cecilia Cayetano* 
- Allan & Nora Davis* 
- Jean Burch Falls* 
- Charles Fitzgerald*^ 
- Gregory & Diane Lind* 
- Katherine & Douglass Raff* 
- Don & Goldie Silverman* 
- Shanna & Ryan Waite 
- Steve & Diana White* 
- Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Wilson* 
- Anonymous

**Sustaining Producers**
$10,000-$24,999

- Kermit & Danna Anderson* 
- Dr. Eric Bennett* 
- Leslie Ray & Michael Bernstein* 
- James Degel & Jeanne Berwick, Berwick Degel Family Foundation 
- Marianne & Benjamin Bourland 
- Natalie Gendler* 
- Richard Hesik & Barbara Johns 
- Bill Kuhn & Patricia Daniels** 
- Jane W. & James A. Lyons* 
- May McCarthy & Don Smith* 
- The Estate of Norman D. Miller*~ 
- Jim & Cheri Minorchio 
- Spark Charitable Foundation 
- Dr. Arnie & Judy Ness* 
- Linda & George Ojemann 
- Teresa & Geoff Revelle*^ 
- Ingrid Sarapuu & Michael Anderson* 
- Faye Sarkowsky 
- Barry & Colleen Scovel* 
- Franklin & Stephanie Thoen* 
- David & Shirley Urdal* 
- Anonymous

This list reflects donations made to the Annual Fund between January 1, 2016 and January 1, 2017, as well as gifts to the ACT for the Future Campaign. ACT works to maintain our list of donors as accurately as possible. We apologize for any misspellings or omissions. Should you find any, please contact our office so that we may correct any mistakes in future publications.

Email development@acttheatre.org or call 206.292.7660 x 1224
* ACT Legacy Society member  ^ACT for the Future donor  ~Deceased
ACT PARTNERS: A PART OF THE ART

ACTORS CIRCLE

Benefactors
$5,000-$9,999

Sheena Aebig & Eric Taylor
Melinda & Walter Andrews
Laurie Besteman & Jack Lauderbaugh
Sonya & Tom Campion
Colin & Jennifer Chapman
Dennis & Deborah DeYoung
Jerald Farley
James & Barbara Heavey
Ross & Kelsey Henry
John & Ellen Hill
Heather & Grady Hughes
Lisa & Norman Judah
Abha Khanna & Adam Porsch
Marvin & Helaine Lender
Nicholas & Dana Masington
Eugene & Donna Mikov
Yoshi & Naomi Minegishi
Sally Nelson
Douglas & Nancy Norberg
Dr. Greg Perkins
Brooks & Suzanne Ragen
Richard Reel
Donald & Jo Anne Rosen
Dr. Larry Hohm & Karen Shaw
Margaret Stanley
Alison & Doug Suttles
Jean Viereck
Jean Walkinshaw
Karen White
Anonymous (2)

Impactors
$2,500-$4,999

Jerome Anches
Robert Braun
Laurie & Mike Crystal
Rayner D’Souza
Anne Foster
Eleanor & Jeff Freeman
Stephanie M. Hilbert
Katherine Ann Janeway & H.S. Wright III
Linda & Ted Johnson
Mark & Susan Minierich
Nicholas & Yvonne Roberts
Evelyn Rozner & Matt Griffin
Warren & Nancy Smith
Rose & the late John Southall
Ron & Carol Sperling
Charles & Benita Staadecker
Robert & Shirley Stewart
Tamzen Talman
Nancy Thracher
Jim & Kathy Tune
Vijay & Sita Vashee
Judith Warshal & Wade Sowers
George & Colleen Willoughby
Anonymous (2)

Activists
$1,500-$2,499

Corinne A. Campbell
Dennis & Aline Cauley
Patricia & Theodore Collins
Bob & Kristi Diercks
Lonnie Edelheit
Kevin Wilson & Emily Evans
Hashisaki/Tubridy Family
Ms. Amy Henry
Julia & Michael Herschensohn
Dan & Connie Hungate
Chace Kapitan & Keith Schreiber
Karen Koon & Brad Edwards
Craig Davis & Ellen Le Vita
Eileen Lennon & Barrie Carter
Eric Mattson & Carla Fowler
Frank Lawler & Ann McCurdy
Joy McNichols
Dayle Moss & David Brown
John O’Connell & Joyce Latino
Pamela & Gilbert Powers
Richard Andler & Carole Rush
Tove Ryman
William & Rae Saltzstein
Sheila Smith & Don Ferguson
Mark & Arlene Tiberghien
Mary & Donald Wieckowicz
Conrad & Glennia Wouters
Anonymous (2)
This list reflects donations made to the Annual Fund between January 1, 2016 and January 1, 2017, as well as gifts to the ACT for the Future Campaign. ACT works to maintain our list of donors as accurately as possible. We apologize for any misspellings or omissions. Should you find any, please contact our office so that we may correct any mistakes in future publications.

Email development@acttheatre.org or call 206.292.7660 x 1224
Thanks for joining us for

The season is just getting started, come back and join us for:

The Legend of Georgia McBride
By Matthew Lopez
Directed by David Bennett
Jun 9–Jul 2

World Premiere
Alex & Aris
By Moby Pomerance
Directed by John Langs
Jul 14–Aug 6

King of the Yees
By Lauren Yee
Directed by Desdemona Chiang
Sep 8–Oct 1

The Crucible
By Arthur Miller
Directed by John Langs
Oct 13–Nov 12

Subscriptions and Single Tickets On Sale Now!

ACT | 700 Union St, Seattle, WA 98101 | acttheatre.org | 206.292.7676
ANNOUNCING OUR 2017|2018 SEASON

THE 5TH AVENUE THEATRE - THE NATION’S LEADING MUSICAL THEATER

SOMETHING ROTTEN!
SEPT 12 - OCT 1, 2017

RAGTIME
OCT 13 - NOV 5, 2017

IRVING BERLIN’S HOLIDAY INN
NOV 24 - DEC 31, 2017

INTERMISSION! THE MUSICAL!
FEB 9 - MARCH 4, 2018

RIDE THE CYCLONE
MARCH 9 - MAY 20, 2018
A CO-PRODUCTION WITH AND PRESENTED AT ACT – A CONTEMPORARY THEATRE

KISS ME, KATE
APRIL 6 - 29, 2018

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
JUNE 1 - 24, 2018

FIND MORE INFORMATION AT
WWW.5THAVENUE.ORG

2017/18 SEASON SPONSORS

ARTSFUND  usbank  Alaska AIRLINES
THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS

SUPPORTERS OF THE 5TH

We would like to say thank you to the following donors who provided support at the $600 level and above as of March 8, 2017. Through their annual and fund-a-need gifts, donors become partners in our commitment to artistic excellence, community engagement, education and expanding the canon of musical theater. For more information on how you can support The 5th, please contact the Development office at (206) 260-2159.

VISIONARIES

| ArtsFund                        | M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust          |
| The Sheri and Les Biller Family Foundation | Ann Ramsay-Jenkins                       |
| Estate of Marian Lackovich     | Stephen P. Reynolds and Paula Rosput Reynolds |

INVESTORS

| Alaska Airlines              | The Seattle Times +                   |
| The Boeing Company          | Unico Properties +                   |
| Barbara L. Crowe            | U.S. Bank                             |
| Estate of Sarah Nash Gates  | Tom and Connie Walsh                  |
| National Endowment for the Arts | 1 Anonymous                            |
| Seattle Office of Arts & Culture |                                       |

CREATORS

| 4Culture                     | Glenna Kendall                         |
| Marleen and Kenny Alhadeff   | Patrick Kennedy and Melissa Ries      |
| Arc Media Studios +          | Peoples Bank                           |
| Bob and Clodagh Ash         | Buzz and Beth Porter                   |
| Bank of America             | Premera Blue Cross                     |
| DCG One +                   | Tiia-Mai Redditt                       |
| John Graham Foundation      | The Seattle Foundation                 |

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER’S CIRCLE

| Ann and Joe Ardizzone       | Davis Property & Investment +         |
| David Armstrong             | Expedia                               |
| ArtsFund/Costco Arts Education | The Fairmont Olympic Hotel +         |
| Access Award                | Helen Fanucci                          |
| William Bartholomew and     | Wanda J. Herndon                       |
| Lauren Taylor               | Kandy and Rick Holley                  |
| Rex and Angela Bates        | HomeStreet Bank                        |
| Andrew and Shayna Begun     | Roger S. Layman                        |
| Les and Sheri Biller        | The Loeb Family Charitable Foundation |
| Sharon Gantz Bloome         | Frederick Loewe Foundation             |
| Robert R. Braun, Jr         | Elizabeth and James Lund               |
| Debbie Brown                | Macy’s                                |
| The Capital Grille +        | Heather Sullivan McKay and             |
| Debby Carter                | Mike McKay                             |
| Margaret Clapp              | Larry and Valorie Osterman            |
| Ken Clay                    | Palomino +                             |
| The Coca-Cola Company       | Protiviti                              |
| Columbia Hospitality        |                                       |

+In-kind  *Deceased
THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE

Aegis Living
Geoffrey Antos
Adam and Maura Barr
Howard and Lynn Behar
Bill Berry
Steven and Theresa Binger
Eric Blom and Min Park
Brandon Bray
Grace Brewer
Don and Marilyn Covey
Scott Crowder and Todd Pierce
Daqopp Brands +
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
Cyndi and Alden DeSoto
Dennis and Deborah DeYoung
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Larry and Brittni Estrada
Fielder Family
Gary J. Fuller and Randy L. Everett
Christy and Travis Gagnier
GM Nameplate
Green Diamond
Resource Company
Sean and Bernadine Griffin
David and Cheryl Hadley
John Holden and Kathleen
McLagan - In Honor of Allegria
and Cimorene Holden
Christian Huitema and Neige Gil
Lisa Jones
Nicholas and Amanda Jones
Stellman Keehnel and
Patricia Britton
Karen Koon
KPMG
Lisa Kroese
Chris and Christy Lane
Grace and Franz Lazaurus
Myron and Shirley Lindberg
Lott Foundation

Twyla and Tom Lucas
Judith Lybecker
Joine McCaw Family Foundation
Michael McCormack
Richard Meadows
Steven and Barbara Moger
The Morgan Fund
Beth Moursund
National Alliance for Musical
Theatre’s National Fund for
New Musicals
Robert and Claudia Nelson
John Neffleton and
Bryan Hathaway
Rebecca Norlander and
Chuck Bassef
Paul Pigoff
Wendy and Mike Popke
ProMotion Arts +
Bruce Pym
Regence BlueShield
Norman and Constance Rice
Jim and Bet Schuler
Mary See Foundation
Brad and Kathy Smith
Linda and David Stahl
Start III Foundation - Linda and
Kevin Cheung
Gary and Barbara Stone
Kay Taylor and Walter Oliver
Theatre Communications Group
R. “Porky” Thomsen and
Terri Stephenson
Eric and Julie Trott
Union Bank
U.S. Bank Foundation
Washington State Arts Commission
Karla and Gary Waterman
Tracy Wellens
Mary Williams and Pat Gallis

ARTIST’S CIRCLE

Albert Lee Applience
Michael Amend and Jeff Ashley
Rita and Stephen Anderson
Ernie and Pam Ankrim
ArtsFund/John Brooks Williams
and John H. Bauer Endowment
for Theatre
Kristen and Chris Bailey
Keith and Sherry Bankston
Tom and Stephanie Barden
Don W. Beatty
Rebecca Benaroya
Maureen and Joel Benoliel
Susan and Brett Bentzen
Catherine Boshaw and
Doug Edlund
Ed and Pam Bridge
Yelena and Tom Button
Karlyn and Richard Byham
Judi Chapman
Nuria and Aaron Coe
Aaron and Crystal Coldiron
Christina Cyr and Alan Page
Martha Dawson and Ron Corbell
Brian and Laura DeNault
John DeVore
Kenneth B. Kluge and
Susan Dogen
Ronald and Sharon Dommerrmuth
Richard and Maude Ferry
Tom and Carol Fleck
Jean Gardner
Deborah Gates
Ginny Gilder and Lynn Slaughter
The Greco Family
Coco How
Bart and Toni Heath
Mindy and Brady Hill
Marilyn Lee Huey
Judy and Bill Jurden

Michele and Nick Keller
Jeffrey and Barbara King
Elaine Kwon and James Buckley
Landwork Enterprises Inc.
Stacy Lawson and
Steven Sarkowsky
Mary Ann and John Mangels
May McCarthy and Don Smith
Gerard A. Michael
Jeffery C. Morris - The Happy
Cooker
Nancy and William Nichols
Jeffrey Myrter
Gregory and Marta Oberg
Pacific Office Automation
Annette and Bob Parks
Chris Peterson and Mark Wert
Michelle Philbin and
Michael Yurka
Ken Ragsdale

Ronald and Deborah Reed
Sandi and Jim Reed
Matthew and Melilta Riley
Skip Sampelayo
Marc Schwartz and
Michael Courtois
Seattle Rotary Service Foundation
John F. Shaw
David Showalter
Christy and Brian Smith
Peggy and Greg Smith
South Tacoma Antique Mall
Perry and Diana Stultz
Toyota of Tri-Cities
Jim and Kathy Tune
David Wong
Karen and Mark Weber
1 Anonymous

PRODUCER’S CIRCLE

Kathy Aaron
Joan and Tim Adkisson
The Aguair Group
Ray and Carol Airone
Joshua Alhadeff
Kirsten Anderson and Kevin Sabol
Susan and Heather Anstead
Edith and Ray Aspiri
Baby Pictures Ultrasound
Sandy Bailey and
Thomas Barghausen
Jack and Beck Baker
Michael Bauer
Doug and Maria Bayer
Elen Beauchamp
Judi Beck and Tom Alberg
Dan Becker
Charlotte Behnke
Gretchen Bekins
David Bernhard
Del and Pat Bishop
Deidre Blankenship
Glen and Sherri Bodman
Daniel and Janet Bolong
Neal and Katherine Booth
Lindsay Bosch
Bob and Bobbi Bridge
Tracy Briggs and Tiffany Brown
Lauren and William Bright
Sandee Brock
Michael and Janelle Brookman
Alice M. Brown
Dr. Foster and Mrs. Cheryl Bucher
Kerry Burger
Patrick and Sherry Burns
Deborah Callahan
Nancy and Ed Callaway
Steve and Georgene Camp
Kristine and Arthur Carre
Douglas and Mary Casady Sr
Dr. and Mrs. Mike Casey
Aline and Dennis Caulley

Brian Chang
Barbara Clinton and Ray Wheeler
Janet and Robert Coe
Kathleen and Bill Collins
Dr. and Mrs. William Colwell
Ellen and Bill Conner
Erin Coomer
Doris and Buck Coppess
Michael and Sheila Cory
Jim and Nancy Crim
Richard Cuthbert and
Cheryl Redd-Cuthbert
Jill and Don Day
Mike and Maggie DeLaurentis
Karen Derrey and Friends
The DeVinc family
Cindy and William Dickey
Megan Domenech and
Brian Smith
Robert J. and Olga T. Earle
Leo Eberle and Lisa Vivian

Robert and Jane Ehrlich
Ruth-Ellen Elliott
Janice and Ray Engle
Vicki Fabre
Jennifer and Michael Faddis
John and Sophy Fan
Jack and Jeanne Fankhauser
Joyce Farley and Tom Steele
Janet Faulkner
Rod Fletcher
Gene and Judy Flath
Alvin and Mary Formo
Brian and Windy Autumn Foster
Sara Frank
Eleanor and Jeff Freeman
Steve Freimuth
Cindy Fry
John Fulton
Gerry and Linda Gallagher
Erich Gauglitz
Cami Gearhart and Tim Burner

*In-kind  *Deceased
THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS

PATRON

Don and Ethel Allyn
Anderson & Hawkins
Annie's Art & Frame +
John and Karen Arbori
Sarah and Scott Armstrong
ArtsFund/Peter F. Donnelly
Merit Fund
Kerry and Laura Bailey
Michael R. Barclay
Earl and Marilyn Barker
The Barronian Family
Tom and Kris Bassett
Carolyn Bechtel
Jodi Behrman
Claire and Doug Beighle
Linda Betts
Debbie and Trond Bodal
John Boling
Margaret and Richard Bossi
Amita Braker and Dave Olsen
Philip Brazil
Herbert and Jerri Brod
Richard and Cynthia Brownell
Kristine Bryan
Martha Buchta-Spevak and Max Spevak
Jacqueline Burnstead
Jodi and Mark Burck
Fred and Joan Burnstead
Mike and Lynne Bush
Paula Campbell
Maria Cantrell
Doris and James Casson
Grant and Emilie Castle
Barbara Chamberlain
Carl Chevara
Andrew and Lorna Chin
Emil Christian
Tina Riss Christiansen
Patti Chrzan
Kelly and James Clark
Rex and JoAnn Clark
Alisha Cleveland
Annemarie and Peter Colino
Barbara and Michael Comte
Gary and Consuelo Corbett
Peter Corippo and Scott Murray
Bob and Linda Cornyn
Lisa Crockett
E.J. Curry
Kevin and Michelle Damour
Melonie Daniels and Stuart Platt
Dorice and Bob Davenport
Ginger and Henry Dean
Kathryn and Donald Decaprio
John Delaney
David and Susan Denton
Richard and Elizabeth Dobes
Mike Doherty and Eric Akin
In Memory of Muriel L. Dohrmann
Richard Duncan
Zvi Effron
Jerry and Julie Elkington
LeAnn and Craig Elkins
Kathy and Alan Elser
Ramona Emerson and Brian McMullen
Sandra L. English
Lori Ericson and Pete Bellmer
In Honor of Shari Ernst
Jodi and Andrew Evenson
Nyle and Terri Farmer
Alison Fast
Todd and Diane Fessler
Janet and Chuck Findley
Jan Floate
Micki and Bob Flowers
Gary Fluhrer
Dorothy and David Fluke
Linda M. Fox and Monica Fox
Sarah Fuelling
Neal Gaffar
Barrie and Richard Galanti
Ivonne D. Galvan
Tammi Gardner
Robert Gay and Heather Christianson
Carmen and Carver Gayton
Lynn and Colleen Giroir
David and Kathryn Godwin
Louis Golden III
Laura B. Gowen
In Honor of The Green Family
Ted and Sandy Greenlee
Randy Gritton
Jennifer Guild
Wendy Halpin
Jonno Hanafin
Jo and Jeff Hannon
Helen and Adam Harmetz
Jim Harms and Louise
Schilter-Harms
Janet and Bill Harris
Rhonda Hartzell
Sandra Hawkins
Alex Hay
Deborah Haynes
Barbara and James Heavey
Harold and Mary Frances Hill
Kathy J. Hill
Marty and Karen Howlett
Bu Huang and Zhan Ding
Teri and Charles Huddleston
Sharon and Steve Huling
Alan Hunter
Winifred and Peter Hussey
Ryan Hyde
Mary Isaacson
Trevor Iwaszuk
Keith Johansen
Miriam Shirley and Lynne Keller
Kathryn and Jon Sigler
In Memory of Donna Smoak
Anne and Mark Stanton
Leigh and Susi Stevens
Helen R. Stusser
Tim Sunday
Jeffrey Sutherland and Ben Aguiz
Gretchen and Ted Taylor
Matthew and Catherine
Coles Tedesco
Betty Lou Treiger
Tulalip Tribes Charitable
Contributions
Janet Turpen
Diane Vadnais
Lisa Vila and Gl Greenman
Vine Street Group
Mark and Kathy Wagner
Christopher Wain
Christina and Mark Walker
Olive Webb and Chris Johnson
Linda and Tony Whatley
Clinton and Susan White
Dennis and Jo Anne White
Patty and John White
Amy Whittenburg and
Stephen Rottner
John and Darlene Wilczynski
Madeline Wiley and Bob Smithing
David Williams
Jim and Deanna Wilson
Barbara and Mark Won
Kelly and Wayne Wright
Margo and Curtis Wright
4 Anonymous

**Supporting the 5th**

Anton and Karen N. Gielen
Kathy Goldstein
Art and Jackie Golofon
Kathy and Kelly Gratus
Susan Gray
Joshua Green III and
Pamela Green
Marie and Brad Gunn
Mike Hackett and
Cerie Lenz-Hackett
Corinne and Rossell Hagen
Chuck and Kathy Hamilton
John and Laura Hammamrolund
Beth Hammond
John and Katherine Harsharn
Steve Harrrell
The Harrick Family
Cathi and Ken Hatch
Cheryl and John Hendrick
Mary and Tom Herce
Rod and Nancy Hochman
Tina and Randy Hodges
Mike Hodkins
Diane Hoff
Joan and Patrick Hogan
Laurin C. Huffman II
Meredith and Jim Hutchins
Marinlyn Iverson
Kathy and Michael Jackson
Marlene and William Jenkins
Fred Johnson
Brad Jones
David and Rio Jones
K Foundation
Travis and Suzanne Keeler
Bruce and Linda Kilen
SaSa and Ken Kirkpatrick
Chris Knoll and Cheryl Dobsen
Kostantin Komissarchik
Judith A. Kramer
June K. Kubo
Robert Land and Renee
McCormick
Sandra Lastoka, Tim and
Connor Ewing
Patrick and Cheryl Layman
Laurie and Karl Leaverton
Sharon Lee and David Blaylock
Ben Leifer
Florence Leonard and
Lynn Holmes
Mark Levine and John Keppeler
Stefan Lewis
Mary and Harry Lo
Gary Locke
Floyd and Kim Lorenz
Ken and Darline Lowe
Sue and Bill Lowery
Jeff and Lydia Lukins
Gary Lynch and Darin Thomas
Jennifer and Douglas Maines
Mel and MJ McDonald
Bruce and Christe McMenemy
Jim and Laura Mendoza
Chie Mitsui
Michelle Mogha and
Jean-Francois Peyroux
Robin and Bill Montero
Ron and Maria Murphey
Denise and Ben Nelson
Gregg and Judy Nelson
Reesa Nelson
Nelson and Company Inc.
Janice Nishimori
Nancy Nordhoff
Jeanie Nordstrom
Michelle Norstrom
Steven and Victoria Odden
Debbie and Rick Pabst
Connie and David W. Parker
Stan and Sharon Parry
Petra Charitable Foundation
Karen E. Phillips
Judy Pigott
Jeanette and Joe Piott
Rosalind and Melvyn Poll
Ed and Eleonore Potenger
Russell Powell
Greg and Mandy Prier
Richard Pyle
David and Samantha Quick
Becky and Sean Quinan
Dennis Reichenbach
Richard and Sharon Reuter
A.J. Rieger and W J Song
Joe and Linnel Roberts
Marylyn and Patrick Roberts
Lori and Doug Rosencrans
Pam Rosendalh
Steve Rovig and Brian Giddens
Desiree Saracpi
In Loving Memory of
Herman Sarkowsky
Don and Bev Schmidt
Joe Schwartz
John Searing
Darren and Anne Shikib
Michael Sharp
Robert and Mary Sheehan
Edward and Kathleen Sherry
James and Rebecca Shipman
4 Anonymous

*In-kind *Deceased
THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS

Jon L. Johnson
Gretchen Jones
Robert Kikuchi|Keela Williams
Judy and Jerry Karwhite
Steven and Barbara Kelin
Ruth and Harold Kephart
Marilynn Ketcherside
Cindy A. Kiett
Eileen Knobbs
John Kohlsaat
Teri Kopp and Walt Weber
In Honor of Xander Kramer
Camille and Gary Kuczinski
Kimberly Kuresman
Toni and Michael Kuresman
Andrew Kwatinetz
Dawnell Lamb
Trevor Lastuka
Jane Leach
Donalee Lee
The Lesser Family
Maureen and Jeff Lewis
Michael Lincoln
Becky Loeb
Nancy Lomneth and Mark Boyd
Angela Loney
Karen and David Lyons
Glenn MacDonald and
Amanda Twiss
Glenn and Jeanne Malubay
Patrick Margherio
Terry McCarthy
Meredith McClurg
Heather McGee
Nancy and James McMurrer
Charlotte Mehegan
April and Jere Meyer
Gina Meyers
Erika Michael
tami and Joe Micheleetti
Carol and Hart Miller
John and Marlene Miller
Teresa Olson Miller and
Thomas Miller
Jennifer Mitchell
Camille Moavad
William and Lynne Monkman
Joseph Mulcahy
Mulvihill Insurance Service
David Nierkerk
Kay and Dennis O’Donnell
Duane and Bonnie Olson
Rick and Amy Ouhl
Sean Overland
Mary and D.L. “Pat” Patterson
Steffi and Robert Pencovic
Sonja Perkins
Kim Piira
Marcie Pinnie
Owen Pitcairn
Vicki Pogorelic
Joan and Brian Poor
Stephanie and Jay Potter
Wm. S. and Linda A. Potter -
In Honor of Kenny and
Marleen Alhadeff
Mikel Poulsen
Joanne Qi
John and Stephanie Rake
Alice Dick Rapasky
Deanna and Donald Rappe
Kathryn and Ed Rawn
Chester Reilly
Reisa and Ronald Reimann
David and Barbara Repanich
Pamela Rhodes
Betty and Wayne Robertson
Dale and Karman Rolf
In Honor of Noah and
Jonah Rose
Judy and Kermit Rosen
Todd and Donna Rosenberg
Michelle and John Rosenthal
Lonnie Rosenwald
Curtis and Myrna Rosler
Valerie Rosman
Clifford Rowe
Michael Sounderson
Scott Schade
Jasper Schneider
Skip Schuette
Dana and Rihanna Shaltry
Lee and Gwen Shefordin
Neal and Linda Shulman
Andrew Shultz
Don and Marilyn Sidell
Judy and Ben Simmons
Helen Sing
Bob and Pan Smith
David and Jennifer Sousa
Mark and Jennifer Spatz
Sandra Stark
Gladsays Steele
John Stephanus
Kathy and Ed Sterner
Warren Stickney
Bryon Strange
Todd and Jane Summerfelt
Ann and Ron Suter
Janet Syre
Harry Taniguchi, Jr.
Ken and Lynne Tanino
Stephen and Terri Thomas
Jeanne Thompson
Christopher Togawa Insurance
Carolee and Conrad Tovar
John Tscharmp and Steve Walker
Terrence Turner
Gerald vanHeerden
Timothy Vaughan
Ruth and Jerry Verhoff
Jeanette and Bill Victory
Todd Waddell
Marka and John Waechter
Deirdra Wager and
Richard Munsen
Mary Wagner and Rich Carliblon
Maryl Wagoner-Funk and
Christopher Funk
Lucy and Wendy Wallace
Lisa and Brett Walden
Liz and Fred Walters
Jerrold and Ardee Warsh
Stephanie and Lyle Waterman
Betty Weller
Linda Wells
Ben and Barbara Whisler
Thomas and Jackie Wilkinson
Vic and Janet Williams
Windermere Real Estate
Renton, Inc.
Susan M. Woijack
Flora J. Wong
Tara Wong
Jessica Wray
Jasmine Yeh
Margaret Yekel
Rebecca Zerngast and Ed Skone
9 Anonymous

*In-kind  *Deceased

Please join us in thanking our corporate and institutional sponsors for their generous support of The 5th Avenue Theatre!

2016/17 SEASON SPONSORS

ARTSFUND  usbank  Alaska
AIRCINES

MAJOR SPONSORS

The Sheri and Les Biller Family Foundation
A&BOEING
ART WORKS.
National Endowment for the Arts
Culture
Bank of America
Premera
Wells Fargo
DCG ONE

SPONSORS

Expedia  macy’s  Columbia Hospitality  protiviti

For more information about sponsorships, please contact Sarah McKee Bednar at (206)260-2185 or sbednar@5thavenue.org

encoreartsseattle.com
The non-profit 5th Avenue Theatre is one of the country’s leading musical theater companies. Our mission is to “nurture, advance and preserve all aspects of America’s great indigenous art form: The Musical. We achieve this by creating extraordinary theatrical experiences that enrich, entertain and inspire current and future audiences everywhere.”

The 5th is committed to achieving the highest standards of artistic excellence by employing world-class performers and creative artists, utilizing full live orchestras, and staging exceptional and imaginative productions. The 5th places a special emphasis on employing our amazing community of Puget Sound-based artists and technicians.

We are nationally renowned for our production and development of new musicals. Since 2001, The 5th has premiered 17 new works, nine of which have subsequently opened on Broadway. They include Disney’s Aladdin, First Date, A Christmas Story, Scandalous, Shrek, Catch Me If You Can, The Wedding Singer and Best Musical Tony Award®-winners, Hairspray and Memphis.

We are equally acclaimed for our vibrant new productions of musicals from the “Golden Age of Broadway” and contemporary classics. These signature revivals enthrall fans of these enduring works and introduce these great shows to new generations of musical theater lovers.

Our celebrated educational programs serve more than 83,000 young people each year through a host of projects including our Adventure Musical Theater Touring Company, The 5th Avenue Awards and the unique Rising Star Project. For adults, we offer free-to-the-public events such as the popular Spotlight Night series and pre-performance Show Talks with Albert Evans.

We are the largest arts employer in the Pacific Northwest with more than 800 actors, singers, dancers, musicians, creative artists, theatrical technicians and arts professionals working for us each season.

As a non-profit theater company supported by the community, we enjoy the patronage of more than 20,000 season subscribers (one of the largest theater subscriptions in America). More than 330,000 audience members attend our performances each year.

OUR HISTORIC THEATER

The 5th Avenue Theatre’s breathtaking design was inspired by ancient Imperial China’s most stunning architectural achievements, including the magnificent Forbidden City. Built in 1926 for vaudeville and silent pictures, The 5th Avenue Theatre reigned for decades as Seattle’s favorite movie palace. In 1979, 43 companies and community leaders formed the non-profit 5th Avenue Theatre Association and restored the theater to its original splendor. The 5th Avenue Theatre re-opened in 1980 as Seattle’s premier home for musical theater.

The 5th Avenue Theatre gratefully acknowledges our 43 original founders and sponsors. Please visit www.5thavenue.org for specific information on these important companies and individuals.
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

The 5th Avenue Theatre

DAVID ARMSTRONG (Executive Producer and Artistic Director) Since his appointment in 2000, Armstrong has guided The 5th to a position as one of the nation's leading musical theater companies, acclaimed for both its development and production of new works and its innovative stagings of classic musicals. As a director, he has created memorable 5th Avenue productions of Paint Your Wagon; Jacques Brel is Alive . . . ! A Room with a View; Oliver!, Candide; Hello, Dolly!; Sweeney Todd; White Christmas; HAIR; Mame; A Little Night Music; Anything Goes; Company; The Rocky Horror Show; Pippin; Vanities; Yankee Doodle Dandy!; and SavingAINEM, which he later directed on Broadway where it was renamed Scandalous. Most recently he directed an acclaimed production of The Secret Garden at DC's Shakespeare Theatre Company which will come to The 5th this spring. Prior to The 5th, Mr. Armstrong spent 20 years as a freelance director, choreographer and librettist. His work has been seen in New York and at many leading regional theaters including The Kennedy Center, Ordway Center, Ford's Theatre, Cincinnati Playhouse, Paper Mill Playhouse, and from 1990 to 1995 he served as Artistic Director of the Cohoes Music Hall in upstate New York. Armstrong has written the books for the musicals The Wonder Years (winner of seven Los Angeles Drama-Logue Awards), Gold Rush, A Christmas Carol and Yankee Doodle Dandy. In 2016, The Puget Sound Business Journal named Armstrong as one of their Business of Pride Outstanding Voices!

BERNADINE (BERNIE) GRIFFIN (Managing Director) first joined The 5th Avenue in 2002 as director of theater advancement and development. She was appointed managing director in January 2010 and is responsible for the administrative, marketing, fundraising, information services and facility operations, as well as oversight of all activities related to the Board of Directors. During her tenure, The 5th Avenue has grown from a $10 million to a $25 million organization. She brings to her position 30 years of fundraising and arts management experience. Prior to The 5th Avenue, she served as director of development for the prestigious Geffen Playhouse in Los Angeles, as well as for The Laguna Playhouse in Laguna Beach, California. Before moving to California, she served at the Seattle Symphony where she is proud to have been part of the team that built Benaroya Hall. In addition to the Symphony, Griffin worked for the Tony Award-winning Seattle Repertory Theatre, as well as Tony Randall's National Actors Theatre in New York. She began her career at the University of Denver. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree from St. Martin's University in Lacey, Washington and is proud to have been born and raised in Walla Walla, Washington. She is a member of Theater Communications Group, the National Alliance for Musical Theatre as well as a board member of Seattle Rotary #4 and the Downtown Seattle Association. She has also served as a grants panelist for the National Endowment for the Arts. Griffin was named one of the Puget Sound Business Journal's 2013 Women of Influence. She is married to award-winning actor Seán G. Griffin.

BILL BERRY (Producing Artistic Director) served as The 5th Avenue's associate producing artistic director and casting director from 2002 through 2009. During that time, he directed productions of West Side Story (Seattle Times Footlight Award), Wonderful Town (Seattle Times Footlight Award), Wizard of Oz and Smokey Joe's Cafe. In 2014, he made his Broadway debut as the director of the hit musical First Date at the Longacre Theatre. Berry's directing work has been seen at theaters across the country, most recently at New Jersey's Paper Mill Playhouse where he directed a critically acclaimed production of On the Town. Directing highlights include Cabaret performed at The 5th Avenue Theatre, St. Paul's Ordway Center (Ivey Award), San Jose's American Musical Theatre, and Houston's Theatre Under the Stars, as well as the smash hits How to Succeed…, Little Shop of Horrors, First Date, RENT, The Music Man, and Rodgers & Hammerstein's Carousel as The 5th. From 2002 to 2009, he served as the producing director for The 5th Avenue's education and outreach programs. During that time he significantly expanded the scope and impact of these initiatives, including spearheading the creation of Fridays at The 5th and The 5th Avenue Awards, honoring excellence in high school musical theater, as well as substantially increasing the reach of the Adventure Musical Theater Touring Company throughout the Northwest. These programs combined now serve over 83,000 students annually. He also initiated the Show Talk series, which seeks to deepen the theater-going experience. Prior to his work at The 5th Avenue Theatre, Berry was a freelance theater artist based in New York City.

ACT – A Contemporary Theatre

JOHN LANGS (Artistic Director) John has been delighted to serve ACT as Artistic Director since 2016, and previously as Associate Artistic Director for three years. John's 16-year freelance career has afforded him the opportunity to work with many prestigious theatre companies across the country. He has directed productions at Playwrights Horizons NY, Ensemble Studio Theater NY, the Milwaukee Repertory Theater, The Lookingglass Theatre in Chicago, Circle X in Los Angeles, American Player’s Theatre, NCTC, WET, and Seattle Shakespeare Company. John received his directing degree from the University of North Carolina School of the Arts. Some of his favorite directing credits include The Shaggs Philosophy of the World (LA Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Original Musical), Brothers Karamazov (seven LADCC Awards including Best Production and Best Direction), and directing Kurt Beattie in King Lear. John received the first annual Gregory Award honoring excellence in direction for The Adding Machine. Recent Seattle credits include Mary’s Wedding (NCTC), The Three Sisters (The Seagull Project), and Othello (Seattle Shakespeare Company). As a dedicated fan of original work, John has shepherded over a dozen projects to their premieres.

BECKY WITMER (Managing Director) has been with ACT since 2011, serving as the General Manager (2014-2015) and also the Director of Marketing and Communications (2011-2014). Becky began her career in arts management through marketing and communications. She was the Director of Marketing and Public Relations at Intiman Theatre (2008-2011) and Opera Colorado (2006-2008). She was the Associate Director of Marketing with Central City Opera (2002-2005). Becky is an advisory board member for TeenTix, a founding co-chair of the Cultural Resource Collective, an Arts Business Consultant with Shunpike, and she frequently appears as a guest lecturer for Seattle University's Arts Leadership M.F.A. program. She is a graduate of the Leadership Tomorrow program.
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